


• On a mission to adapt innovation in providing 
professional digital services and solutions, WOW 
Digital has sprung up. After 10 years since its 
founding in 2012, we have been able to assist 
hundreds of customers in building effective digital 
products and solutions that meet the needs of 
users and the company's goals. The company cares 
for the smallest details to achieve exceptional 
results.

The Beginning



About Our Company

Our Philosophy

• At WOW Digital, we follow the 
"strategy first" philosophy to ensure 
that the services and solutions that 
we provide meet the customer's goals 
and brand spirit, which prompts us to 
ask the question "What does the user 
need?" all the time, our answers rely 
on data, not intuition and guesswork. 

Our Mission

• Relying on an innovative approach to 
using the latest technology in 
producing unique digital solutions and 
products that enhance companies’ 
performance, suit users’ needs, and 
ensure a better and easier life.

WOW Digital is a web solutions and services company, specializing in web design 
and high-quality mobile applications in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and the Arab 

world.



About Our Company
Our vision

• Forging effective long-term 
partnerships with our clients that 
depend on transparency and enables 
us to add real value to the facilities 
inside the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, 
and create a unique business model 
that promotes prosperity in the 
accelerating digital age.

Our Values

• At WOW Technology, four core values 
drive us, centering our business and 
all our projects:

1. Credibility
2. Data Do Not Lie
3. User, first and foremost
4. Problems are guidelines



Our Services

We help companies build high-quality digital products and services 
that contribute to exceptional growth and bring them closer to users.



Mobile App development

At WOW Technology, we develop exceptional apps on 
various platforms that meet customers' needs, contribute 
to solving problems facing companies and facilities, and 
become part of every user's life. 



Mobile App development



Online Store Services

Building service for a secure online store capable of 
dealing with all challenges, enabling you to transfer your 
business to the internet and obtain a modern online store 
that distinguishes you from competitors and contributes 
to directly increasing your sales. 



Online Store Services



Building Website

We combine a user experience strategy and brand story 
to build a website that contributes to continuous growth 
for our customers, and enables them to get more 
customers by relying on their website that focuses on 
their marketing message. 



Building Website



Infrastructure Services and Support
• Secure and Efficient Network Design and Implementations

• Network, Application and Systems Security

• Datacenter Design and Administration
• Network and Application Firewalls

• Virtualization, Server Consolidation and SAN Solutions
• Servers, Applications and IP Telephony

• Disaster Recovery Planning and Cloud Migration

• Business Process Automation
• High Speed and Secure Wireless Connectivity

• Remote Access Solutions
• Strategic Technology Planning 



Methodology

At WOW Technology, we rely on a clear methodology that guides us in 
designing and building technical solutions that help our clients achieve 
their goals. 
We ask our customers to participate directly with us in an intensive 
interactive process that relies on key performance indicators and 
specific goals, and focuses on continuous improvement, resulting in 
one team striving to build an exceptional product that suits the 
customer's needs and reflects the quality of our technical projects.



Methodology
Good planning is the 
foundation of every success
• Before starting to draw the first pixel, 

we make sure to develop guidelines 
that depend on understanding your 
target audience, customer needs and 
brand's marketing message. 

A comprehensive perspective

• When working on a new product or 
service, we take commercial, cultural, 
social and customer needs into 
consideration, and strive to provide 
effective products and services that 
are not only attractive.



Methodology
Specific objectives 

• The strategic planning team works 
side by side with our customers to 
define and set clear goals that 
become the focus of the work team 
during production, through which the 
success and effectiveness of the final 
product can be measured. 

Great things do not happen 
suddenly

• We recognize the importance of 
continuous development in creating 
exceptional products, and we always 
strive to hear opinions and 
impressions from customers and staff 
in order to provide exceptional 
products and services that embody 
our values and enhance customer 
success.



Clients We Are Proud To Serve



WOW Digital information 
Technology 

Thank you 


